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1. Do you commit to ensuring the 5A network receives the necessary personnel and budgetary support 

to achieve the objectives set out in the plan?  

 

Absolutely, I am a big advocate of cycling and getting around the city in various ways. I’ve been 

fortunate enough to live in a country like the Netherlands that has hit on most of the goals that the 5A 

network aims to achieve in Calgary. As a result, if I were to be elected, I would definitely be one of the 

Councillors that would make the new 5A strategy/principles/guidelines a top priority.  

2. What actions will you take to ensure that the 5A Network is built out in a timely fashion and that 

schools are effectively accommodated as a priority?  

 

One action I would take is by engaging with the departments of urban planning, transportation 

(roads) and parks to work together in ensuring that whenever a new neighbourhood is being planned 

that they incorporate the 5A Network in their designs/solutions. 

 

As well, I would also emphasize the importance of rejuvenating our older/established 

neighbourhoods (these areas have way more schools) in such a way that they incorporate the 5A 

Network goals. We know the City isn’t doing this currently. Just take a look at 52nd Street NE and how 

they are building the BRT platforms and bus only lanes but they are missing the opportunity to make 

friendlier non-automotive infrastructure. As an example, instead of replacing the old sidewalks with a 

new multi-purpose pathway, they are rebuilding the sidewalk exactly how they were 40 years ago and 

there is more than enough room to make a proper pathway. Not to mention there are no bike lock 

stations at these BRT stops for those who live on the further ends of the neighbourhood. 

3. Transportation is something that affects all Calgarians and the system works best when the network is 

city wide. How will you ensure equal access to transportation options (walking, wheeling, transit, etc.) 

for ALL areas of the city?  

 

It all comes down to planning and making sure that each area is addressed accordingly but I do have 

to point out that not every area of the city will have the same solutions. Geographic obstacles, like the 

hills in the NW make the delivery of a 5A Network and its utility much harder to implement in contrast 

to somewhere like the NE where it is exceptionally flat and has less physical barriers to implement a 

5A network. 

4. If elected, will you accept an invitation to go for an infrastructure or community bike ride or walk with 

us? (Yes or No) 

 

Yes, hopefully I will get to do this as a Ward 5 Councillor. 


